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US government agencies have become increasingly active 
in investigating, blocking and stalling M&A in the last year, 
with a number of notable transactions hitting the rail.  
What is causing this, and what does the near future hold?
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1  What will happen to US antitrust action against M&A deals in the next  
12 months?
US antitrust activity in M&A is on the rise. In 2015, US antitrust bodies initiated 37 
significant merger investigations, more than a 30% increase over the previous year, 
according to data tracked by the Policy and Regulatory Report (PaRR). The US 
entities filed complaints in seven of those cases, which is more than double the 
number of each of the previous two years.

Over the coming 12 months, the majority of our respondents expect this trend 
to continue. Sixty-four percent said they believe US antitrust action will increase, 
while 36% said it will remain at the same level. No one predicted that activity 
would decrease.

One factor contributing to the rise in antitrust cases has been the overall 
increase in US M&A, several respondents said. Indeed, the year 2015 set a 
record with US$1.97tn-worth of M&A deals involving US targets, led by mega-
mergers such as Charter Communications’ US$77.8bn deal to combine with 
Time Warner Cable. Activity has dipped lower so far in 2016, however – the 
value of deals dropped 19% year-over-year from January to April, down  
to US$334.8bn.

One respondent argued that antitrust action is unlikely to increase in the  
next 12 months, since the current level of enforcement is stringent by historical 
standards. “The US already imposes strict parameters – all dealmakers have  
to meet these requirements when they plan for an M&A deal in US markets,” said 
the chief strategy officer at an online education company. “So I think the severity  
of the scrutiny will remain the same. There are no valid reasons for it to increase.”

2  Which sectors will receive the most scrutiny by US antitrust regulators  
in the next 12 months? (Select top two)
US antitrust regulators have initiated investigations across sectors, demonstrating that 
no industry is invulnerable to government concerns about excessive consolidation. 
Certain industries have received more scrutiny than others over the last 18 months, 
however – particularly Healthcare, Consumer retail, and Telecommunications.  
Our survey respondents largely expect these areas of focus to persist.
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More than half of respondents (52%) said the Healthcare sector will be among 
the industries to receive the most antitrust attention through mid-2017. As of May, 
two massive tie-ups between health insurers remained mired in Department of 
Justice investigations: the US$50.4bn merger between Cigna and Anthem and the 
US$36.6bn combination of Humana and Aetna. According to the senior director 
for strategy at a Fortune 500 pharmaceutical company, the growing demand for 
healthcare has forced regulators to halt anti-competitive tendencies in the industry. 

“Consumers are heavily reliant on the health sector,” he said. “Enforcement of antitrust 
laws will therefore be greater in order to keep costs down and restrain ill-practices.”

Deals in the Consumer retail industry will also be heavily scrutinized  
by regulators, according to 40% of our respondents. On May 11, a federal 
judge blocked the US$6.6bn merger of Staples and Office Depot, serving as 
a warning to traditional retailers hoping to cut costs by uniting with a major 
competitor. Beyond the M&A arena, antitrust agencies have targeted retail 
companies for misconduct in their unilateral pricing policies, noted the chief 
corporate development officer at a major clothing manufacturer.

Just less than a third (32%) of respondents said Telecommunications  
deals will receive antitrust scrutiny and 28% said the Chemicals/Energy/Mining 
sector will be watched carefully. The blockbuster US$76.9bn merger between  
Dow Chemical and DuPont is among the deals under threat of being halted  
by government action.

3  Which recent M&A deals do you think are most likely to fail due to US 
antitrust review? (Select top two)
The three deals most expected to fail due to antitrust review each involve  
a distinct geographic issue: one local, one national, and one international.

Locally, the FTC is challenging the merger of Chicagoland health systems 
Advocate and NorthShore on the grounds that it will reduce competition in the city’s 
North Shore suburbs. Forty-four percent of our respondents predict the deal will  
not go through. “The Advocate-NorthShore deal will most likely result in failure, due 
to the allegations that it will result in higher prices for consumers,” said the CFO  
of a mid-market oil & gas firm. A court decision is expected as early as this month. 

Other
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“Consumers are heavily 
reliant on the health 
sector — enforcement 
of antitrust laws will 
therefore be greater.”
—Senior strategy director, 
pharmaceutical company 
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In the case of the US$12bn Columbia Pipeline-TransCanada deal, which 
another 44% of respondents expect to fail, the two companies compete in the 
US northeast. In addition, Columbia Pipeline already owns one of the biggest 
underground oil storage systems in the US. TransCanada announced on May 4  
that it would refile its pre-merger notification with the FTC, giving the antitrust 
body more time to review the complex transaction.

Finally, 36% of respondents expect the US$76.9bn mega-deal combining 
Dow Chemical and DuPont to fail, due to the barriers it faces in review by 
antitrust authorities around the world. The CFO of a software company noted  
that the merger would give the new firm market share of over 40% for some 
products, raising red flags. “The FTC is against major companies merging  
in order to gain even more market share,” he said.

4  Which do you think will be the most common antitrust causes of M&A deals 
failing in the next 12 months? (Select top two)
Reviews by US antitrust bodies are getting longer on average: significant 
merger investigations lasted 9.6 months in 2015, 35% longer than the average 
two years ago, according to research by Dechert. The long review times are 
leading some companies to miss their deal deadlines and walk away rather 
than face the prospect of extended litigation or delays. As a result, 60%  
of respondents believe missing the deadline for closing a deal will be one of the  
most common antitrust-related causes of M&A deals failing in the next  
12 months.

Some companies wanting to merge remain committed to doing the deal  
but cannot find a way to satisfy the remedy requirements. Take the high- 
profile US$34bn proposed merger of oilfield services firms Baker Hughes  
and Halliburton: despite their desire to close, regulators saw no path to a 
solution. “The anticompetitive effects spread across so much of the business 
that there was no way to divest individual free-standing businesses without 
divesting the entire company,” said David Gelfand, a deputy assistant  
attorney general at the Department of Justice, on May 2. The companies 
walked away instead.

Regulators winning litigation to block the deal

Companies abandoning the deal after being
sued by regulators but before the suit is decided

Companies abandoning the deal after receiving
political pressure against it

Companies failing to meet remedy requirements
of regulators

Companies missing the deadline for closing the
deal due to ongoing antitrust review
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“The Federal Trade 
Commission is against 
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in order to gain even more 
market share."
—CFO, software company
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More than a third of respondents (36%) expect companies to abandon deals 
after political pressure, while just under a third (32%) think companies will 
cancel M&A transactions after being sued by regulators but before the suit is 
decided. As the CFO of a mid-market mining firm pointed out, politics can play 
a significant role when it comes to regulatory approval of M&A deals. “Political 
pressure faced by dealmakers and the increasing requirements of the authorities 
for disclosures force them to consider alternatives,” he said.

5  Which antitrust grounds will be most commonly used by US regulators in the 
next 12 months? (Select top two)
As US antitrust activity has expanded over the last half-decade, regulators have 
broadened the range of demands they make in merger cases. Whereas extensive 
divestiture packages and upfront buyers were once the exception, they are often 
now the norm. As a result, 52% of our respondents believe insufficient divestitures 
will be a common cause of stalled deals in the next 12 months and 40% think  
a lack of upfront buyers will stand in the way of M&A.

In the Healthcare industry, the FTC has begun closely scrutinizing divestiture 
packages after several cases in which a divested company later filed for bankruptcy. 
As the director of M&A integration at a medical equipment manufacturer explained, 
scrutiny of proposed divestitures has become a key tool in regulators’ arsenal.  

“The agencies often push the issue and force companies to sell more assets,” he 
said. “Some may not be able to do this and remain in a competitive position.”

As for upfront buyers, their use in divestiture consent orders has risen significantly. 
While upfront buyers for divested assets were required in just 33% of consents  
in 2011, they were present in 87% in 2015, according to research by Dechert.

The more traditional grounds of market-segment and geographical competition 
issues are also expected to be used by antitrust bodies. Thirty-six percent  
of respondents think market-segment problems will be used and 32% believe 
geographical issues will be. For instance, the FTC has aggressively fought 
the merger of health providers Penn State-Hershey Medical Center and 
PinnacleHealth System this year, arguing that it would “substantially reduce” 
competition in the area of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

5

Lack of a viable buyer for proposed divestitures

Unresolvable geographical competition
issues (local or national)

Unresolvable market-segment competition issues

Failure by deal participants to find an “upfront
buyer” for divestitures
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“The agencies often 
push the issue and force 
companies to sell more 
assets. Some may not be 
able to do this and remain 
in a competitive position.”
—M&A integration director, 
medical equipment manufacturer
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66  Which types of US regulatory action will decrease M&A activity the most  
in the next 12 months? (Select top two)
US review of M&A deals extends beyond antitrust issues. Indeed, other agencies, 
such as the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), 
have been ramping up their activity of late. Since 2009, CFIUS has increased its 
number of investigations every year, from 25 in 2009 up to 51 in 2014. The US 
Treasury Department has also put up a barrier to certain deals with its rules on 
tax inversions announced in April, effectively blocking the mega-merger  
of Pfizer and Allergan.

Nonetheless, antitrust issues remain the primary concern of our respondents. 
More than two-thirds (72%) said they believe activity by the FTC and DoJ will cause 
the most significant decrease in M&A over the next 12 months. “Antitrust review has 
become much tougher in the past year,” said the M&A director at an industrial gas 
supplier. “It is now quite aggressive and looking at a lot of different sectors.”

Still, over half (56%) think CFIUS review will be a top reason for decreased 
M&A as well. One of the main catalysts for CFIUS activity has been the surge 
in transactions involving US targets and Chinese buyers. In the first quarter of 
2016, the total value of such deals reached US$27.4bn— a 14-fold increase over 
the same period last year. US legislators are turning to the committee to look at 
potentially sensitive deals in this category, such as the purchase of the Chicago 
Stock Exchange by a Chinese-led group in February.

Investigations into corrupt practices can also stymy potential mergers — 40% 
of our respondents think Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) investigations will 
stand in the way of M&A in the coming 12 months. “Corruption is growing and the 
US government is trying to clamp down hard on it,” said a senior vice president  
for strategy at an industrial conglomerate.

 
“Antitrust review has become much tougher in the past year, 
becoming quite aggressive and looking at a lot of sectors.”

—M&A director, industrial gas supplier 
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7  Do you think current US regulatory action against M&A deals is  
too aggressive?
As US regulators have ramped up their oversight of M&A, many in the business 
community have become concerned that the scrutiny has become excessive. 
Among our survey respondents, just over two-thirds (68%) said they believe 
regulatory action against M&A transactions is too aggressive in the US, compared  
to 32% who think it is not.

Inbound deals by foreign firms face particularly harsh investigations, said 
the CFO at a food and beverage equipment manufacturer. “I feel the regulatory 
actions taken by the US are too aggressive, especially for foreign buyers seeking 
expansion or entry into the country,” he said, echoing the sentiment of several 
other respondents. “The numerous provisions to be followed and standards 
make the environment more challenging and burdensome.”

And yet, several respondents said they felt the rise in regulatory action 
was necessary to maintain a fair competitive environment, given the increase 
in attempted deals between major players in various sectors. “Looking at the 
unprecedented levels of antitrust violations in the past year, I feel that the regulatory 
action against M&A deals is justified,” said the senior director for strategy at a large-
cap pharmaceutical consulting firm. “Litigation to block deals and prevent alliances 
between leading players in the market is beneficial for consumers, as it promotes 
competition and prevents smaller companies and consumers from being maltreated.”

8  Will US antitrust regulators become less active when a new presidential 
administration takes over in January 2017? 
President Barack Obama vowed before taking office to ramp up antitrust 
enforcement, and some statistics indicate that his administration has done  
so. However, a broader view of the data indicates that enforcement has been largely 
the same under the Obama White House as it was during the presidency of George 
W. Bush, according to an October 2015 review by partners from McDermott Will & 
Emery. The percentage of Hart-Scott-Rodino merger filings that are reviewed has 
held steady at about 17% and the percentage of Second Requests has been similar 
as well – 3.1% under Bush and 3.7% during the Obama years.
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When our respondents were asked about the potential impact of a new  
president taking office in 2017, almost half (48%) said they believe it will depend 
entirely upon who the winning candidate is, rather than their party affiliation.  

“It depends mainly on the winner and their take on how businesses are affected 
by antitrust activity,” said the CFO at a mid-sized technology manufacturer. “M&A 
activity will keep on growing as the economy grows, and the way the market 
evolves will affect this decision.”

Only 4% said they think antitrust action will definitely drop off if a Republican  
is elected, while 12% said regulators will ease their activity no matter who is 
elected. A significant minority (36%), however, said they think enforcement will 
remain at the current level come January 2017 – indicating they think that the 
long-term trends seen during the Bush and Obama administrations will persist. 

“It will not really change,” said the CFO at a regional grocery chain. “If antitrust 
regulators become less active, many different sectors will be negatively affected, 
and small and medium-sized companies will not be able to compete.”

Methodology 

In Q2 2016, Mergermarket interviewed 25 US-based senior corporate executives  
about trends in US corporate debt issuance. The results were analyzed and collated  
by Mergermarket and all responses are anonymized and presented in aggregate.

“If antitrust regulators 
become less active, many 
different sectors will be 
negatively affected, and 
SMEs will not be able  
to compete.”
—CFO, retail grocery chain
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